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A gauge invariant action for mixed system of closed and open bosotiic strings is
considered. We notice that in the open string sector a gauge group parametrized by closed
string states does act. In the description of mixed system the open-to-closed transition
operator plays a crucial role. We show that this transition operator is an intertwining op-
erator between BRST charges for closed and open string. The closed-open-open analogue
of Caneschi-Schwimmer-Veneziano amplitude is presented and the triple application of
the transition operator to all the tree legs of the open CVS vertex is also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, much progress has been achieved in the construction of the gauge in-
variant field theory of open interacting string |l]-[5], A gauge invariance principle can be
put at the basis of this theory which permits to construct the interaction theory in the
purely algebraic way [6], [7]. As was demonstrated there are two minimal ways to introduce
the interaction based on Lie superalgebra B/ and on superconunutative non-associative
algebra S// [6], These two ways are closely connected.

In this context it is natural to ask the following question. Does the gauge invari-
ance with gauge parameters being functionals of open string exhaust all invariances of the
theory? If not so, then an extra invariance can, in principle, lead to the appearance of
a new spectrum in the theory (compare with the appearance of gauge fields in the CPl

model [8]). Previous experience with interacting string points out that such a situation
may be expected in the theory of open string [9], According to the common point of view
the theory of open strings is not closed due to the appearance of closed string poles in
open string Feynman diagrams. We will give the algebraic arguments working at classical
field level in favour of this fact.

We begin with a consideration of gauge invariant interaction in mixed system of
closed and open bosonic strings. We shall demonstrate that if we confine ourselves to the
open string states only, then due to the gauge invariance of the initial system the gauge
group parametrized by the closed string states would act on the states of the open string.
In fact this means that one can consider a composition of open and closed string states
which produces the open string state (see Fig.l).

Then we shall consider the purely cubic action * 3 [1OJ-[13] for the description
of mixed system. Though the purely cubic action has some advantages [1O]-[12] its main
drawback in the context of open string is connected with the necessity to ascribe indices
to vacuum solution. It follows from the fact that the open string states carry Chang-
Paton factors. This circumstance undermines the attractiveness of purely cubic action
programme for open strings. The vacuum solution which corresponds to closed string is
free of this defect and it is interesting to note that it reproduces the BRST operator for
open string.

For the mixed action the unpleasant question about double counting for graviton
pole arises. At the moment we do not know how this problem can be overcome and we
postpone this question for further investigation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the action and the gauge
invariance of mixed system of closed and open strings. In this description a crucial role is
played by the open-to^:losed transition operator. This operator for coordinate sector was
considered in Ref.[14] and in Sec. 3 we shall extend it up to the ghost sector. Then we

present the main identity for the covariant open-to-closed transition operator which means
that covariant transition operator is an intertwining operator between BRST charges for
closed and open strings. In Sec. 4 we present the equation which determines the closed-
open analogue of the Caneschi-Schwimmer-Veneziano amplitude. Then we also examine
triple application of the transition operators to all the three legs of the open CVS vertex.
In Appendix A we collect the notation and in Appendix B we prove the intertwining
property of the transition operator. Appendix C is devoted to the explicit calculation of
the closed-open-open CVS vertex in terms of the mode-expansion.

2. THE ALGEBRAIC CONSTRUCTION FOR THE THEORY WITH
OPEN AND CLOSED BOSONIC STRING

We begin with a consideration of gauge invariant interaction in mixed system
of closed and open bosonic strings. It is convenient to describe the states of this mixed
system by two-component vector $ = f ^ ) where the first component A corresponds to
the open string and it depends on coordinates of open string as well as ghosts, and the
second component 4> corresponds to the closed string functionals.

The hi algebra structure which includes the multiplication law, the exterior dif-
ferential operator Q and the scalar product is determined for the mixed system by the
following formulae:

AoB
(2.1}

0 Qclo,cd
(2.2)

(*,*} = M,fl) + ((<M) (2.3)

Here the different multiplications are denoted by the same symbol, however we think that
this will not lead to confusion.

To make sense of the RHS of (2.1) it is necessary to define four kinds of "o"
multiplications, namely, open-open, open-closed, closed-open, closed-closed and one 0
multiplication. It turns out that one can define the product of closed and open states
as well as the © multiplication of open states with the help of the closed-to-open string
transition operator W,.tO (see Sec.3):

<poA= ip) a A (2.4)



(AQB)= Wo,c[A © B) (2-5)

where on the RHS of the formulae the symbol o means the product of two open string

states (Fig.lb, Fig. 2a).

One can also believe that the product of two closed string functional can be
defined as follows:

WOC(WCO tpo Wco V>) (2.6)

The formulae (2.5) and (2.6) are illustrated by Figs. 2a and 2b, where we use for
the definiteness Witten's vertex [1], (8], [15].

Note that Wce, is neither invertible on all states of closed string because not all
closed string functionals possess x'(0) — x'(v] — 0. For the same reasons Wo,c is neither
invertible on all states of open string. However it is invertible on subspace corresponding
to the above mentioned boundary conditions and on the RHS of Eqs.(2.5),(2.6) we can use
the inverse operator (Wc,o) ' which is defined on such states instead of Woc, Following
the ideas of Ref.[l3] we shall present an action of the mixed system as

S = -{$,<& o*) (2.7)
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Though the situation with closed string field theory is unsatisfactory at some point
nevertheless we will use this theory for preliminary consideration. *' If axioms of B_
algebra are valued then the action (2.7) is invariant under transformation:

(2.8)

Here

"(i)
From the definition of the string multiplication rule (2.1) we can state the following im-
portant property of the gauge transformation (2.9). Namely, if we choose the sector with
ZITO closed string functional ip = 0 and make gauge transformations with the parameter
5 — (0) then the transformation has the form

5A = 6oA+

6<p = 0. (2.9)

Thus the action SlJ ^(A,A o A) is invariant under such transformations
parametrized by the closed string functionate. To perform perturbation theory expansion
for the action we have to consider the solutions of classical equation of motion:

= 0.

Note that closed string field lias to satisfy the condition
Appendix A.

(2.10)

/Q' — L^)<f> = 0, for notations see

Open string functional carry the gauge group indices, therefore, it is natural to believe
that the first component of the vacuum solution is £ero. Otherwise such a vacuum solution
must break the internal symmetry. More convenient is to choose the vacuum solution in
the form -a-
We shall argue that there exists a special solution of (2.10) which gives for shifted field
$ : * --» $o + $ the usual action [l]-[5] for open string

~{A,AoA).

At this point we recall a conclusion of Ref.[l2j. The authors of [12] in the case of open
string have constructed a classical solution An which possesses the following property: for
any functional A the following identity holds:

A0oA = - Q^A. (2.12)

The critical point we should like to emphasize here is that if one takes tpQ in the form
<po = WlliCaOi where aQ = Q^ \I),V, then for any closed string functional <p one gets

Po°<p = - QatP (2.13)

and the same vacuum solution provides the identity

<po° A= - Qcl<p.

So for shifted fields $ —> * + \vo) w e g e t t n e <*esirec' a c t i o n f o r mixed system:

i(*,<?*) + £(*,*<>*). (2.14)

However, in order to make this scheme consistent the operator W,.,, must be invertible
on the vacuum state functionals. This implies that such states should satisfy appropriate
additional boundary conditions. Consider now the explicit form of classical solution An

[12]:

An = QL\I),,,,. (2.15)

Here QXl is "one-half" of the operator Q : QL — f^/2 j(ui)du/, with j{u)) being BUST
current. The properties of AQ have been checked in detail in the paper of Romans in
R.ef.[l2[.

The vertex \I)ap is a sewing operator for two halves of an open bosonic string.
By its definition this operator meets the requirements:



We now expose the form for the coordinate part of |/}op [8]:

(2.16)

(2.17)

The operator |/) defined in such a way obviously satisfies the closed string boundary
condition — z,,(7r))|J) = 0. So we can define ip0 = W~*Ao. For the operator
we get (up to possible anomalies):

(2.18)

Now let us consider W0xC\I)op- Though we know the explicit forms for both \W)
(3.7), (3.8) and \I)op (2.171, the problem of direct computation of the (W {!)„,, appeared
to be rather complicated. We hope to return to this issue in a subsequent paper. Here we
can apply the method of functional equations to obtain {W\I). From Eqs.(3.1), (3.2) and
(2.16) we have the following conditions on \I)ct = WOt0\I)op:

(2.19)

Using the expression (Al) we can solve Eqs.(2.19):

It is clear from Eq.(2.19) that |/)cj satisfies the open string boundary conditions:

(#(0) + xfitWh, = 2 '̂(0)|7)d = 0.

Therefore the operator Wo^c is invertible on the states \I)op and |/}cj:

I)^ = WeJI)cl = \I)V. (2.20)

It implies that for the product tpo° A determined by (2.4) we obtain a sequence of equations:

A =

o A =

o A

o A = Q°*A, (2.21)

This observation demonstrates that we can get the vacuum solution for the open
string [12| from the closed string theory and vice versa. As a byproduct we find that <p0

does produce Witten's field action in open string theory. Note that the transition operator
WCiO had played the central role in our technique. Properties of |H }̂ and its explicit form
will be studied in detail in the next section.

3. THE OPEN-TO-CLOSED STRING TRANSITION VERTEX

In this section we construct an operator that makes an open string from closed
and vice versa. Our consideration will proceed in parallel with the work of Green and
Schwarz [14[ in which they had found an analogous vertex for the superstring in light-cone
gauge.

Our vertex \W) has the following structure: it consists of the creation operators
acting upon the vacua of the open and closed strings. By its definition \iV) should describe
the following continuity conditions for coordinate variables:

and the conjugate local momentum conservation condition:

(3.1)

C[a) + P(c) = 0

C(a) + p{a) = 0 (3.2)

These conditions preserve the commutation relations (A4), (A8). Fourier analysis
of conditions (3.1) and (3.2) gives the set of constraints on |W) [cf. Green, Schwaru [14]]:

= 0

2m
\W) = 0 (3.3)

= 0

if J—> 2m + 1 = 2n
\W) = 0 (3.4)

c-2n)\w) = o

2 \W) = 0 (3.5)



Let us define new bosonic and ghost oscillators:

?" = ?»-ft , (3.6)

Operating quite analogously to the method of Green and Schwarz we find the
unique solution of Eqs.(3.3)-(3.5). This solution looks rather similar to those that were
found in [14] but differs in some detail: \W) = \W)a ® \W)C, where \W)« describes the
coordinate sector and ]W)r. describes the ghost sector. The explicit formulas for the vertices

\W)a and \W}C are:

-̂  £ £•£

2m + 1 - 2n
.1 V

we shall often use this fact. Some of the remarkable properties of the um were collected in
the paper of Green and Schwarz([14j, Appendix D).

Let us prove the important property of the \W). The vertex \W) should realize
the continuity conditions (3.1), (3.2) so it is natural to expect that \W) preserves the BRST
charge density that implies in its turn the next critical identity:

IQ + QU + T75Q<*™\\W) = Q (3.10)

Qci and Qci determined by Eq.(A12) present BRST operator for left moving and right
moving modes of closed bosonic string and unessential factor —K= arises from the conformal
properties of the constituent fields.

The equality (3.10) ensures a powerful tool for constructing the mixed open and
closed string interaction as was shown in Sec. 2. The complete proof of (3.10) is given in
Appendix B.

i
4

- \ £
y

(3.7)

£

(3-8)

Here «,„ 's are determined as

-, m > 0.

The um 's are coefficients of the expansion:

(3.9)

4. THE VERTICES OF THE THEORY

In this section we investigate the properties of the vertices in the mixed string
field theory. As has been proposed in Sec. 2 we have constructed the open-open-closed
and closed-closed-closed vertices by consequently applying the transition operators Woc

to the external legs of the based vertex |K) which describes the interaction of open string.

As an open—open-open vertex we shall take the Caneschi-Schwimmer-Veneziano
vertex [16]—[19] whose coordinate part was constructed in [l8j and a ghost part was found
in [16],[17]. This vertex possesses the BRST charge conservation property [16]

Qr\V) = 0 (4.1)

and also \V) is invariant under cyclic permutation of its arguments. The two properties
permit us to consider |V) as a candidate for the interaction vertex in the gauge-invariant
string field theory. This vertex is conformal equivalent to other vertices used in gauge
invariant string action [2]-[8].

The method we use to get the interaction vertices is two fold. On the one hand,
we can obtain the final answer by direct computations. Such a way is rather complicated
and tedious, in Appendix C we shall demonstrate the calculus and present the answer
for open-open-closed interaction vertex obtained in this way. On the other hand, there
exists another way which is much more elegant. This method deals with the equation on

10



the interacting vertex in terms of mode expansions. We shall apply the method to the
three-closed-string-interaction vertex.

We begin with the explicit expression for coordinate and ghost parts of
\V): {V\= n{V\ ® e{V\, where [16]

= i23<0|exp - E (4.2)

r.(V\ =

f I f- l l"

(4.3)

Here index r labels the numbers of strings, c™ being binomial coefficients.

This vertex can be checked to satisfy continuity conditions which are now pre-
sented in the form:

+ c E =°
which provides the restriction on the functions A, B, C:

A c
— + B--

z \~- z
= 0

(4.4)

(4.5)

The conditions for the ghost mode expansion look like Eq.(4.4) but the only difference
being in the form of Eq.(4.5)-namely in accordance with the conformat weights of the
corresponding field the degrees of factors in (4.5) should be changed. We do not write
explicit formulae for the ghost sector in this paper. Investigation of the ghost modes does
not contain any qualitative difference and such calculations can be performed in the same
way. So we concentrate our attention only on the a's and f's modes.

Here we briefly describe the answer for open-open-closed vertex which is present
in Appendix O. It is well known that CSV vertex possesses one unpleasant property.
Namely, it is not an operator in Fock space representation, i.e. acting by (V\ on Fock
space vector, the resulting vector may have an infinite norm. We consider the open-open-
closed vertex which we construct from (V| by applying the |W)U-C operator for the first
string.

11

Deriving i23(V|W(l))Mc | one can find (see Eq.(C2)) that we encounter the ne-
cessity of summing up divergent series, therefore we need to regularize our expressions. We
apply an analytic regula.riza.tion performed in Appendix C. This regula.riza.tion is bound
to be quite suitable for our case and it permits us to construct consistent answer for

Now we are going to study the answer for three-closed-string interaction. At this
point we shall intensively use the equation on the vertex (4.4) as well as the equations for
transition vertex [H/)(BII). Here we reproduce Eq.(Bll)

V) '- 0, (4.6)

As was also mentioned in Appendix B for z belonging to upper half plane Z+ the modes
of open string correspond to the right-moving modes of closed string and in an analogous
way for J 6 Z . . Rewriting the expression (4.4) in terms of i(Z) we have:

(4.7)

Let us make an important observation. If z 6 Z+ then -^ £ Z+ and ^ j 1 e Z+. If z € Z-,
then -J37 € Z- and ^ ~ 6 Z-. The consequence of this observation is the following: we
can treat separately the modes in upper and lower halves of z-plane. This leads to the
conclusion that by applying the three W operators to the LHS of Eq.(4.7) and dragging
7' s operators through the W's using the identities (4.6) we reproduce the constraints on
the closed-closed-closed string vertex {V|W(l)W{2)H/(3)) which we denote as \V)^.

These constraints look as follows:

J^jlVU = 0

for z e Z-

These equations at first sight confirm the proposition of Neveu and West [20]
that CSV vertex for closed string functionals is determined as a direct product of vertices
corresponding to the a and a interactions.

Note however that up to this moment we did not worry about regularization. If
we now take the attempts to derive the vertex \V)ci in terms of modes of closed string we
encounter some difficulties. Indeed, the common method for deriving such an expansion

12



is t f rf>pn :;,:i,' l.h- !V ) • •• JTL t / ponc r j i of t h e o p e r a t o r A f : J : | V } c ( = e x p ( A c ( ) | O ) } , A,.|

be ing tin jj. .•);'! j t i f t:<:h! uf !.!'.;• cn;atk>n o p e r a t o r s :

(4.9)

Nns '•>.!' <:o'-!hi :cr>t:> v'.',,",. ' a n f;isily be defined. We shou ld c o n s t r u c t t h e funct ion

f(y) th.u, tr,., • . / : :! . . ; - • ,-j ^.i.r;, • i! u f ttit' wio-nd s t r i ng to t h e a r g u m e n t of t h e first s t r i ng ,

2 •••» ?, ! » ;i ( i.H;. ,\H<.:.- lii.it t he coefficient <V"rl a re given by t h e formula,:

Z+iy" (4.10)

^.-^•.s'.d^r *h- f.i:.< ti:>;- • (yJ for Kq.f4.8

(4.11)

Thi:s h i ' . i . i r. :i-n..-i )>>!!. p t r rn i t the e x p a n s i o n (4 .10) . Moreover it is in c o n t r a s t

wi th ,2 ,{Vl•.-,•,- \\V{ i ) M !,.!, |-,ivt.'!t by Kq . (ClO) . We have no o p p o r t u n i t y to choose t h e

con tou r '.', en-'irsjii:!.', "ho origin in svich a way t h a t f(y) p e r m i t s a L a u r e n t expans ion in

{'no n r iph lx .u -h :-.,-i •-:/, tiiis c.otitonr. From o u r po in t of view such a s i t u a t i o n reveals t h e

incoi i i i i - l r ivv :A tf;e .-'. i: ("I v;:'iOr:ic s t r ing theory defined on the en t i r e Fock space of closed

s t r ing '.:; i;-- 1 ;,J(- ',ie:i!,;ij;i".l i j See 2 a. s imilar p r o b l e m also arises in W i t t e n ' s s t r i ng

'h"ciry (.vi; n ••••: ir >]iowi' 'n= • i^U' . t io j .n on s'.ring func t iona l s ) .

'•i t he :•.'.-...: ! i.laV •-'..;(:< »,e ie.:iy impose the following severe r e s t r i c t ion on t h e

u'/'"!</>} 0 n > 0 (4.12)

T l i b rr.t..i'i'> 'In,;, '..e . i t / .uld r. I'iovc all the d e p e n d e n c e on t h e a'J" m o d e s a n d cons ider

r . id i .-[•;.::•;- •••:*•! th t i,': ::tioi; ciHralsjfS «.'*_ only. For th i s t r u n c a t e d space t h e t h r e e -

cl'.ian.l" •• -'.rin^ i;i'.,:r;.'"i ici - e i t ex r.-- trivi.:il to check. T a k i n g into accoun t the formulae (4.6)

(1.9) {'-. -\) >.v<: '..,';-. thi- a-i(.i;lio;i ior <:<)>.

! I

(.: ,; ;," ".•.,!!•/ :,iJ:ji|.u!.t'i ami w« o b t a i n for t h e t h r e e - c l o s e d - s t r i n g ve r t ex in
J.i,i--iry Lin. [(••!h)v,i;n5 s imple formula: | V ) W i t r = e A i ' | 0 ) ) , w h e r e

We sec t h a t our Tiictlnxi docs; not p e r m i t us to o b t a i n t h e ve r t ex in closed s t r i ng t heo ry

proposed by Hr.«t"i ;I.IK1 VJasl ! ! ' ) ] . We may expec t t h a t th i s conclus ion is no t defect of

our uv. i;.i :i but. i • ;.\ c <:. ,AH.:I,U- -iff- of in t r ins ic p rope r t i e s of the t heo ry of closed bosonic

!3

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered the gauge invariant theory of mixed system
of open and closed bosonic string. Though the question of justification of this method
for mixed system remains open it is not yet clear if this theory is a fundamental one for
the description of the interaction between open and closed strings (there is a pole double
counting problem, etc.), nevertheless, our technique permits us to reveal the existence of
additional gauge invariance in the open string field theory. This invariance is parametrized
by closed string functionals. Also we suspect that this mixed system might be considered
as effective action for an interaction between open and closed strings (the closed string
is released in its turn from the open string), with twisted propagator being excluded in
diagram technique.

It has also been shown that such effective action possesses one remarkable feature:
If one takes a vacuum solution in the closed string sector of this theory then such a solution
Po produces Witten's action for both closed and open string field theories.
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APPENDIX A
Notations

In this Api>i!iiJi>: we RW« formulas for operator expansions of string functionals.

We assume tde following operator expansions and commutation rules for coordinates and

moments of the closed and open bosonic string (r — 0).

Variable c alwu-ys belongs to the interval [0, TT] for both strings.

Closed string:

Wo) - -

The ghost variiibIf.:.;

p" t

Here a r l '>i( loft -j:ioviis|r :iiodfs and «„ are right—moving modes of the closed string.

C ' o ! i ; ; ; : . ' ! l . , i •;,;; s ; ! : . 1 : In. ' l ( n : .(.• o p e r a t o r s a r e

'! !i. utin•! {••-.'•'••'<) commuta to r s ; a re zero.

V>*s' ::i:-o f[:Jc the •. omnmlat ion relations between coordinate and m o m e n t u m op-

(A4)

The corresponding formulaes for open string will be the following (T = 0, a G [0,7r]):

= ̂  K +

For the ghost sector

- -in<T

The commutation rules are

In this case the commutators between x'1 and p" are:

(45)

The vacuum states aitnihilaled by operators with the indices n)0:

an\0)c, = a^OrangUet = 0n\O)cl = y3»|0)o, = ^ n | 0 ) d = ^ 1 0 ) ^ = 0

1n i0} o p - Cn |0}c , = Cn\Q)op = 0 for n)0

we choose zero-modes vacua such that they are annihilated by the operators co,/?o an<^

/3a\a)cl - jj\o)cl = c0 |o)0f> = o

16
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The expansion for any operator-valued function f(z) is determined as follows:

+00

(.411)

Here the mode operators /„ are the coefficients of the Laurent expansion of the
holomorphic function f{z). In these terms the impotent operator Q looks as follows:

L <(*)) -c(z]c(z] -7

JT / dz

z

dz_

2if z

(The nilpotency of Q can be checked explicitly.)

To perform explicit calculations we also need the commutator relations between
the positive and negative parts of ghosts and coordinate operators:

c(z) = c+(z) + e~(z) = £ cnz- + £ ,_„ ^
n>0 n>0

^(^) = <(^ + %^) = E ' + Y a''z-
£ 4 n

(AU)

The vacua are annihilated by c+(z),c+(z) and a^(z). The necessary commutators are

yz

17

APPENDIX B
TAe proo/ of the intertwining property of \W) (Eq.(S.lf))):

In this part we prove the critical property of the open-to-closed string transition
vertex \W):

[Q + ̂  + 2^2 Q""

To check this identity it is instructive to use z-representation for Q (A12).

At first we derive the equations for \W) in terms of operators in z-expansion.
This transition vertex should realize the coordinate-continuity conditions (3.1) and local
momentum conservation condition (3.2). These constraints were also presented in the
mode expansion (3.3)-(3.5).

The conditions (3.3)-(3.5) completely define the vertex \W) the explicit form of
this vertex was found in Sec. 3 (3.7), (3.8), but to check the validity of (Bl) all we shall
need are the equations for \W) in terms of operators a(z),0{z) etc. To get the equations
we multiple Eqs. (3.5)-(3.5) on zn and sum over n. After partial resummation using the
formulae

= -tar for 0 < a < 2n

we get the following equations for \W):

-L)) \W) = o

(B2)

(m)

(B4)

These equations imply that if variable z belongs to upper half plane Z+ then the modes
of open string functional correspond to the right-moving modes of closed string and if z
belongs to Z~ then the modes of open string correspond to the left-moving modes.

18



It is useful to check the validity of condition (Bl) on the classical level as a first

step. If we do not take into account normal ordering effects we can derive from Eqs.(B2)~

(B4) and the expansion (A12) the following expression:

-if Si-jt'iM'

Vcrfor.ii the change of variables:

z -+ A. = v for the first term on the RHS of Eq.(B5) and

z -» =i = v for the second term on the RHS of Eq.(B5).

In such a case if z runs over the circle around zero point then each of the two
variables v, v runs one half of the circle. So we may introduce a new variable u which is
equivalent to v on the one half of the circle and to v on the other one. This permits us to
reconstruct the integration over the closed cycle and the final answer is:

W

2\/2
(B6)

Thus the invariance (Bl) is kept on the classical level.

The trick with the change of variables z -* (v,v) —» u will also be useful in the
quantum case. In this case we need a regularization procedure for Q, we shall use the
following e-regularization:

£]+2zTz - 2

(B7)

For the notations and commutators see Eq.(A13), (A14). Using Eq.(A14) we take Q,x

[Y (B8)
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Here D is the space-time dimension.

Now we should use this expression for Qe and formulae (B2)-(B4) which are valid
also in the quantum case. The improved Eq.(B5) looks as follows:

wv c w* W^

+ (term with the change :V/I —» —y/z, y/z + s —t —\Jz + e) (B9)

Performing the trick with the change of variables z —» (0, v) —* u we get after the
normal ordering of the expression (B9) the following formulae (note that under the change
A » u we have -7™ —» , " ):

- ^ - i = / — { - 6c(tO + c(u)(O - 2)

(BIO)

The first term on the RHS of Eq.(BlO) is nonsingular in the limit e -> 0. In this limit
it gives — ̂ -QoplW). The second term is the anomaly term and it is to vanish in the
limit £ —• 0. To demonstrate this we begin with the evaluation of the term proportional
to ^ c ( u ) . We shall use the following expansions
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..... uefore e'(u) in (BIO) is:

-4u
+4u

= 3 / <iu-£-e
J

et the integral over cloned cycle:

du / d , , , ,
t \ liu '

T'.is ii:;egral goes to zero in the limit s ->0 .

The anomaly term depending on c(u) is the following:

= O(e)

(B12)

s!i,g the expansion (Bll) we derive that the coefficient in (B12) is proportional to

So we have proved the desired relation (Bl). This relation is free of anomalies in
the quantum theory only if the dimension of space-time is equivalent to 26.

The ctosed-open-open interacting strings vertex.

In this Appendix we demonstrate ai. explicit calculation im the
i29{Vcsv|W(l))i,ioi (see Sec. 4). We derive only the coordinate part of this vertex but
the technique of our calculus can be applied to the computation of the ghost part withoui
any modification. So the expression which we shall compute is ^(V[H'r{l)),T. Here "i{V\ is
determined as (4.2) and |W)a is given by the formulae (3.7). Now we introduce notations

n(V\ = (eA,\W{\)) = e"). It is easy to check, using the explicit formula (3.7) and (4.2),
that all nonvanishing commutators between A and B are [A[A,B]] and [A,B] (all others are
zeros). There we can present the product of the exponents in the following form:

) = [CD

Substituting A and B by its explicit formulae and taking into account which of the operators
annihilate the vacuum of the first open string we get the expression for {V|W(l)) in tli.:
terms of mode expansion:

OQ OO

£ _ 0

2m +
m + n + 1 it *

u,.ur- 2m + 1

n+ 1

if

Some of the sums in (C2) are divergent ones and we shal! use the analytic regularization.
To compute the expressions in (C2) we have to pass from the rows to the integrals over
closed contours in z-plane. As before we imply that a(z) has a sense of distribution in the
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Laiirent expansion. We shall use the following formulae

Jf - x

(C3)

(C4)

(C5)

(C6)

(C7)

T'IO other sums are trivial to check and we do not reproduce them separately.

It is convenient to introduce a. new set of operators, namely P±fi(z) and Q$-(z).
r± (j(z) are determined as well as a±(a). Thus the indices +, -, 0 mean that sum runs
over positive, negative and zero modes of an operator. The coordinate operators Q±(s)
;ire

<?+(*) =
n)0

1
— nr.)0

P± and Q± are connected by the trivial identity

P±{z) = z Ts

(C8)

(CO)

Now if we rewrite our answer in terms of P and Q we find that all the logarithms

should disappear after integration by parts and the final answer is:

dz f dy
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(CIO)

We see that divergent series in (C2) gives the terms in (CIO) in which expressions \f'tt — t2

have arisen. Recall that contour c must be placed around zero but it would choose c which
is not placed close to zero point. The essence of our regularizatlon is the following: we ought
to choose such a contour that encircles the origin and the point (2.0) (see Fig. 3). T'ion
all but one of the expressions in Eq.(ClO) are well defined. The last term in (CIO) remains
ili-defined but it does not contain the dependence of mode operators and we supnese '.hat
this term can be compensated either by normalization or by a renormalization.
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Figure Captions

Fig. la The composition of open and closed strings a la Witten.

Fig. lb The same composition presented by means of the transition operator Wco,

Fit;. 2a The interaction A 0 B which is dual to the AQip interaction (Fig. lb) also may
be represented using the operator Wo „.

, 2b The hypothetical representation of two-closed-to-closed string interaction in
which three operators Wllc, acting on three open string states eventually lead
to closed string field theory.

i1 i:i 3 Our choice of the contour C placed around the origin and point 2 + iO permits
us to avoid ambiguity in determination of open-open—closed vertex because this
contour belongs to single sheet area of the function y/2t — i2.

A =

Fig.la

(wco

c,o

F i g . l b
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Fig. 2a
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